Sex refers to any biological process selected for genetic exchange but the reason for why sex is so common in Eukaryotes continues to resist understanding. Bacteria appear to adapt and proliferate despite the fact that they lack genes for sex. To understand why sex has evolved, we must answer two crucial questions: i) what are the key differences between eukaryotes and bacteria and ii) why do some eukaryotes use asexual reproduction. Recently, new ideas about the evolution of sex are being proposed which point out that sex and recombination could be the result of very primitive interactions.
Introduction
Although sex has been found to be the most common mode of reproduction among eukaryotes, the hypothetical advantages of sexual reproduction remain a major unsolved issue in evolution. 1, 2 Sexual reproduction certainly requires an important mobilization of energy at each stage from the development of gametes to courtship. The evolutionary advantage of sexual reproduction has been attributed both to adaptation to changing environments and to the reduction of deleterious mutations. 3 However, the potential longterm benefits to the species may be insufficient to explain the origin and short-term persistence of sexual reproduction in individuals. 4 Therefore, numerous authors have argued for pluralistic approaches mixing mutation-recombination models. [5] [6] [7] Nevertheless, sex has a significant evolutionary cost, called the two-fold cost of sex. 8, 9 While asexual reproduction allows an exponential increase in the number of offspring in each generation, the cost of maintaining males and the production of gametes reduce the fitness of sexual populations. Each breeder transmits only half of its own genes to each of the offspring. Primitive eukaryotes have been known for two billion years. 10 Consequently, although sex and meiosis appeared a long time ago, 11, 12 surprisingly, sex results in a very costly mechanism that wastes many specialized cells as well as considerable energy.
Although most of primitive cellular interactions are mainly antagonistic (phagocytosis, parasitism, etc...), sexual reproduction is a stable efficient interaction widespread in eukaryotes. 13 Therefore, the persistence of sex over more than two billion years in many diverse lineages requires a unified explanation. In fact, to understand why sex has evolved, we must answer two crucial questions: i, what are the key differences between eukaryotes and bacteria in which sexual reproduction does not occur, 14 and ii, why do some eukaryotes appear as exceptions in developing asexual reproduction, such as parthenogenesis or scissiparity.
Genetic exchanges
Sex refers to any biological process selected for genetic exchange 15 and is characterized by the alternation of a haploid stage that follows meiosis with a diploid stage following recombination. Although the evolutionary origin of recombination is often described as the origin of sex, there is a distinction between recombination and sex. Recombination is a chemical process rooted in nucleic-acid strand exchange, while sex appears as a biological process rooted in cellular events. [16] [17] [18] While sex (i.e. syngamy, nuclear fusion and meiosis) is found only in eukaryotes, prokaryotes also experience recombination either through direct genetic transfer (bacterial conjugation) or through uptake of exogenous DNA from the environment (transformation, transduction) suggesting that the mechanisms of recombination could be universal. 19 Nevertheless, these bacterial genetic transfers remain both incomplete, depending on the duration of conjugation, and non-reciprocal, from a donor to a recipient cell.
In contrast, in eukaryotes, sexual reproduction involves a transfer of genetic material through almost complete recombination and meiosis. Although Rec proteins are implicated in bacterial DNA repair mechanisms, [13] [14] [15] 20 bacteria can often transmit genetic material in the form of a plasmid in a recipient bacterium but with no recombination of the main chromosome (Figure 1) , and there is neither true conjugation nor meiosis among prokaryotes. In rare cases, fragments of chromosomal DNA can migrate into a recipient bacterium. Nevertheless, in most situations, the donor bacterium seems to transfer host genes only by accident. Therefore, this transfer of genetic material does not appear to constitute a recombination per se and it can be said that bacteria do not practice sex. 20 Further, prokaryotes lack a nuclear envelope including lamina and lack the features required for a true mitotic process. 21, 22 While bacteria carry genetic material in the form of a unique chromosome and are usually haploid, the size of eukaryotic genomes is very much larger, and most species are diploid, sometimes polyploid, only gametes are haploid. Furthermore, histones and histonelike proteins are found in the nucleus of eukaryotic cells, but not in bacteria. Eukaryotic chromosomes are retained in a mass of chromatin, and it could be assumed that three major points -meiosis, diploidy and packaging of genetic material in a nuclear envelope -are the key elements for the evolutionary emergence of sex.
Evolutionary scenarios on the origin of sex could explain why sex is the favoured mode of reproduction in eukaryotes. It may be expected that genetic exchanges are already present in archaic phases of proto-cell organization. The evolution of sex can be described as a type of gene exchange that occurs independently from reproduction. 23 For instance, conjugation in protists is an exchange of genetic material through a mechanism similar to horizontal gene transfer. 24 Therefore, the exchange of genetic material is something that probably occurred between membranous prebiotic precursors to life. In this context, sex amounts to a semantic concept for genetic exchange. This really refers to a biological principle which, in its various forms of equivalence in terms of transfer of information, is manifested in a patently obvious form in eukaryotes from micro-organisms to mammals, and may have arisen from primitive proto-organisms.
Numerous theories have emphasized the plausible origin of eukaryotes from an endosymbiotic process. 25 It is also possible to assume that the dual nature of the genome is a consequence of parasite penetration of plas- mids. Some conceptions have suggested that sexual reproduction originates from primitive parasitic genetic elements. 11, 26, 27 Among credible mechanisms for the origin of sexual reproduction, Margulis et al. 28 proposed that a chimeric cell evolved via symbiogenesis by syntrophic merger between an archae and an eubacterium, and the viral eukaryogenesis theory postulates that eukaryotic cells originated from a combination of a virus, an archaea and a bacterium. 29 Recently, Bazinet 30 hypothesized that the sexual reproduction of eukaryotes has developed from a primitive process of parasitism with a bacterium belonging to the Rickettsia group. This hypothesis, based on the life cycle of an endosymbiotic ancestor, is exciting because these bacteria are known to influence sex determination in some animals, such as Wolbachia in woodlice. 31, 32 Rather than experiencing a single capture by a protoeukaryotic host, these bacteria were supposed to frequently incorporate cells over a very long period of time. In addition, the origin of mitochondria could be found in the inclusion of bacteria related to the Rickettsia group, 33 and actinbased mitochondrial motility in spermiogenesis could be regarded as a vestige of the mitochondrion's rickettsial ancestry. 30 Nevertheless, there are two main objections to this hypothesis. Firstly, mitochondrial DNA has no interaction with the recombinant nuclear DNA, so mtDNA is not implicated in recombination. Secondly, Wolbachia parasitism acts by feminizing woodlice, reducing the number of males and hence restricting sexual reproduction. 32, 34 This feminizing process could not be associated with the development of sexual reproduction. Moreover, these assumptions do not explain why genetic exchanges generated by these parasitic relationships would provide evolutionary benefits and persist in the long-term, or why the inclusion of a viral nucleus inside the proto-cell could be selected.
Sex in eukaryotes
Although sex occurs in almost all eukaryotes, in many groups sex is an optional component of reproduction. By separating sex from reproduction, the libertine bubbles theory proposed that sex originated from an archaic gene transfer process among prebiotic bubbles without the prerequisite for reproduction, 23 but can this theory credibly explain differences between pro and eukaryotes?
Genetic exchanges appear to be a very primitive process, occurring in an archaic step of proto-cell formation, whereas bacteria have taken a different evolutionary path. Somehow, the eukaryotes could be derived from the most libertine bubbles, i.e. proto-cells practicing the exchange of genetic material (Figure 2 ). Prebiotic bubbles are microspheres which could have formed spontaneously under primitive earth conditions and which provide a crucial stage of cell development. 35 Pre-biotic bubbles could offer a favourable environment for genetic material. [36] [37] The contact among the pre-biotic bubbles could, through simple food or parasitic reactions, promote the transfer of genetic material from one bubble to another. Here, a partial permeability of proto-membranes could be the key element which differentiates bacteria's peptidoglycan cell wall from eukaryotes' cellular membranes 38 so that genetic exchanges could appear as a side-effect of nutritional interactions. 39 Anyway, such genetic exchanges result in an excess of genetic material in some bubbles. It has been argued that meiosis originated from a primitive DNA repair mechanism. [40] [41] [42] However, DSBs double-stranded DNA breaks involved in meiotic recombination in eukaryotes have homologs in bacteria that carry out the same strand exchange functions, 43 so that such a mechanism did not differ enough to make these repair mechanisms a crucial process for meiosis or to explain the hypothetical advantage of sexual reproduction. In fact, most theories have mainly focused on the evolutionary aspect of recombination, while recombination could simply be regarded as a side-effect of the excess of transferred genes.
Indeed, chromosome pairing does not appear to be a process that enhances recombination, 44 and transferred DNA fragments can avoid degradation only by recombining with the genetic material of the recipient bubble. 45 Some sequences of DNA are involved in the control of gene expression while others may simply be present in the genome to act as an evolutionary buffer able to withstand nucleotide mutation without disrupting the integrity of the organism.
Consequently, it may be assumed that the nucleus has a crucial role in the neutralization of excess chromosomes inside a mass of chromatin. The binding of DNA by the histones generates a structure called the nucleosome. Heterochromatin is generally transcriptionally silent. Euchromatin, on the other hand, is more loosely packed and is where active gene transcription will be found to be taking place. Histones and other nonhistone proteins promote a fold similar to DNA in a non-chromosomal structure. The protein-DNA structure of chromatin is hence stabilized. Histone proteins are among the most highly conserved proteins in eukaryotes. The fact that histones are highly conserved molecules from a phylum to another suggests both their evolutionary importance and a common origin in eukaryotes. 46 The nucleosome has yet to be completed by the implementation of a nuclear membrane, including the lamina network which encloses the genetic material in this neutral form. 47 Therefore, the most libertine bubbles, those which allow the transfer of genetic material, tend to interact with each other more frequently than other prebiotic-bubbles that are less prone to such interaction, providing the former with the potential to evolve. These pre-biotic bubbles then developed eukaryotic cells through a blind process of self-promoting genes correlations and compatibility. Further, these proto-eukaryotes have solved the problem of excess genetic material through a reductional process, the meiosis, resulting in the alternation of haploid-diploid stages. Meiosis has a very ancient origin 48, 49 and the fact that genes involved in meiosis are conserved across phyla suggests a common origin of eukaryotes. The existence of very primitive enzymes that can break the DNA molecules at meiosis has already been found, 50 revealing this ancestral ability. Finally, meiosis acts as in a runaway process, as three of the four haploid genetic elements are discarded in female meiosis. By promoting unequal replication, these genes increase their own evolutionary success.
Editorial
The exact nature of the origin of recombination in eukaryotic organisms is still unclear. The efficiency of pairing between homologous regions is probably dependent on both the telomere relocation and the oscillatory nuclear movements. 48, 51 The linear chromosomes with differentiated telomeres existed previously to the evolution of meiosis. 45, 48 Recombination involves exchanges between much smaller areas of DNA sequencing and requires the recognition of specific sequences by some specialized proteins.
Meiotic recombination in eukaryotic microorganisms is induced by densitydependent stressful conditions, such as overcrowding. 24, 52 The genetic exchanges among bubbles that lead to meiosis could be regarded as an adaptation for dealing with such environmental stress. Protozoans normally only resort to sexual reproduction when environmental conditions become adverse, because this mode of reproduction enhances the fitness of the population. 24 The fact that the conjugation of protists occurs specifically under densitydependent conditions supports the hypothesis of a spontaneous exchange between bubbles leading to meiosis as an effect of overcrowding. Meiosis and genetic exchanges could hence increase the rate at which proto-cells can segregate new adaptive mutations into homozygotes, entailing a new benefit of sex. In adverse environmental circumstances, genetic exchanges could then renovate the set of proteins implied in metabolic reactions, so that interactions among libertine bubbles would be mutually advantageous. Thus, the genetic exchange seems to depend on recombination that occurs as a side effect of metabolic reactions.
Eukaryotes' asexual exceptions
Thus, the libertine bubble theory provides reasonable explanations for most of the major differences occurring between eukaryotes and bacteria i.e. diploidy, nucleosome and meiosis. However, why do some eukaryotes do not use sex?
Sex occurs before reproduction, and the reproduction does not depend on sex. Reproduction begins through a process of mitotic cell division, or embryogenesis. In fact, numerous plants, fungi, protists, polychaetes and even some vertebrates can exhibit asexual reproduction, using scissiparity or parthenogenesis. It has often been argued that sex would favour a larger genetic diversity than asexual reproduction, which produces only clones that are unable to adapt to new environmental conditions. 53, 54 However, genetic diversity is present in asexual populations through a variety of different clones. 55, 56 Some authors have pointed out the advantages of recombination, 16, [57] [58] [59] but recombination could also break up some favourable gene combinations rather than fixing advantageous correlations. 4, 60, 61 In fact, selection cannot act as expected by numerous models because populations are finite in size and experience genetic drift. 4 During their evolutionary history, the efficiency of sexual exchanges enhanced through the formation of haploid gametes. If the definition of sexes centers on the type of sexual cell being produced, there are only two sexes: males with motile sperm and females with larger eggs. Although binary mating still remains an unsolved issue, the formation of haploid gametes probably facilitated that the interaction was more efficient when restricted to two sexes. The fact that interactions between two organisms are stable enough appears to be a sufficient condition to restrict these interactions to two partners. 62 Further, the evolutionary separation into two sexes could also allow avoiding lower fitness due to inbreeding, 63 while an arrangement implying three or more sexes would be inefficient and biologically costly. However, the formation of a morphological and functional dissymmetry, i.e. the anisogamy, was the basis for the sexual conflict. 64 There is no reason to doubt that sexual conflict intra-locus as well as inter-locus conflict has happened throughout evolutionary history. 65 Sexual conflict leads to one sex attempting to manipulate the reproductive ability of the other. 66 The disproportionate development of morphological formations underlining sexual dimorphism reveals the intensity of sexual conflict. Because one sex endeavours to manipulate the other, traits that encourage the control of the individual of the other sex (or which facilitate avoidance) are thus selected. The extreme development of intromission organs in some ducks, 67 the behaviour of the female praying mantis or the toxicity of sperm in Drosophila show that the reproductive success of a sex may affect the reproduction of the other. 68 The antagonistic co-evolution generated by the sexual conflict could be one of the key events initiating the abandonment of sexual relationships. The phylogeny of ostracods or of Daphnia and related species indicates multiple transitions from diverse sexual ancestor populations to asexuality, 69, 70 and the intensity of sexual conflict can probably lead to the speciation of parthenogenetic populations. 65 The fact that numerous parthenogenetic populations are derived from sexual species 71 and that ancestors of asexual polychaetes have been found in epigamic species 72 support this hypothesis well. Further, asexual organisms, from plants to animals, are often of hybrid origin associated with sexual conflict and polyploidy. [73] [74] [75] The genetic divergence of parental genomes could be large enough to significantly reduce fertility in hybrids and to lead to asexual forms of reproduction.
Therefore, current sexual species could be descendants of primitive organisms that practiced more stable exchanges in the long term, while asexual species have emerged, much more recently in evolutionary history, from the conflict of interest resulting from anisogamy.
Conclusions
The biological advantage of sexual reproduction and the evolutionary maintenance of sex and meiosis have been a matter of intense debate for decades. Bacteria appear to adapt and proliferate despite the fact that they lack genes for recombination and sex. By contrast, many eukaryotes are on the verge of extinction in spite of their ability to reproduce sexually, suggesting that sex is not a good solution for reproduction. An analysis of key differences between eukaryotes and bacteria provides clear support for the libertine bubble theorywhich hypothesizes that sex originated from archaic prebiotic interactions -and for the hypothesis that asexual populations of eukaryotes originated from sexual species.
Focusing on primitive interactions, it is possible to suggest that selection pressures have led to the emergence of a sexual process in the primitive stages of proto-cell evolution. Rather than competition between protoeucaryotic bubbles, it seems reasonable to expect that self-stabilising exchanges of genetic material would, via primitive metabolism, progressively augment and enhance their efficiency. Therefore, it is interesting to emphasize the importance of bringing interactions into focus in evolutionary biology, thereby moving from genes towards an evolutionary ecology framework.
